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Abstract sorption of electrical power, radiative transfer, convec-
e d e a t , m, lr in tion, conduction, and turbulence. Because the ther-We describe a two-beam, mlltiplexed, laser in-

duced fluorescence (IF) technique wit ch ra- modynamic and transport properties of some of theseduced fluorescence (LIF) techniqiiie with wich ra-
. processes are dilhcult to calculate or measure for thedial and axial profiles of vector-velocities, Doppler processes are ict to calculate or measure for the

widths, and relative density profiles of xci d p l- temnperatures and pressures of interest, code validation
widths, and relative density profiles of excited propel- rSi can only be achieved with the help of detailed mea-
lant species were obtained in thle exhaust pliiniie of a

t30 att argon arcjet. 'ie data clearly i. if surements of the plume properties at the exit nozzle.
3(00 Watt argon arcjet. Tle data clearly udentify a . .

0 W t a n ,i T e III t hi s paper, we describe a laser induced fluorescenceboundary layer in the radial direction, and a shock in this paer, we descibe a laser induced fluorescence
ti downstra region of te lo i . 'Te n ak cloc- (LIF) technique that is capable of producing such data.the downstream region of the flow. 'ie peak veloc- s r
ty o centerine remais ro ly ost at 3 k/ Specifically, we report spatially resolved measurements

ity on centerline remains roughly constant at 3. kini/s . .
S. "roi te ,' ta, a s- of the exit vector-velocities, Doppler widths, and den-throughout thle expansion. Iroiii thie LIF data, a spe- . .

ic im se of 1 secn is es . silies of propellant species in the exhaust plume of a
cilic impulse of 160 secoiids is est imated.

low-power (300 Watt) arcjet, operated on argon.

1. Initro(ldction Thle principle of measuring velocities, Doppler

Recent studies have reemphasized that significant widths, and densities of flowfield species using LIF
savings in satellite launch costs can be realized by tli iIeasurements has been known for some time. For ex-

use of electrically powered plasma thlrusters to provide ample, Zimmerian and Miles developed an LIF tech-

orbit transfer and station keeping [1,2]. Although thie Iiqi" for measuring velocities in a hypersonic wind-

concepts of many of these thrusters Ihave heen known tunnel a decade ago [9]. In short, the LIF technique

for almost three decades [3], development has been de- consists of using a narrowband laser to excite one of the

layed due to a lack of adequate space power and appro- plume species, and fluorescence radiation is detected

priate missions. As a result, several types of tllrusters as an indicator of the absorption process. Because,

are only now reaching the level of ilaturity required for unlike in emission spectroscopy [10], a small effective

deployment. A case in point is a 1.8 kW hydrazine arc- scattering volume can be created by imaging only a

jet system [4,5], which is scheduled for ;a I9!3 Tellst ar--1 simall section of a focused laser beam onto a detector,
launch. spatial resolution on tihe order of a millimeter or less

is easily achieved. For the purpose of flow diagnostics,
Early development and optlmization of clectriC it is of par iciilar interest to measure the fluorescence

thrusters has taken place largely by empirical inr lh-s hs t n lc l si gnl as te laser is tuned across the absorption profile
ods, but, new computational methods are becoiMin ( 1
ols, but new conit at ional e ltods are c) f t le absorbing species, thereby yielding the Doppler
available to periit a iore syslatic ar. Ii - profile of lI he traniisition. This Doppler profile is a direct
timize tlhruster performa 'nc, [' 6 . Ilowever. it is ;

. limeasure of IIhe vel)city distribution of the absorbing
considerable challenge to model acciirately the prop-cosirable chalnge o oel acuraely li pii, species plroj'ected( onto tlie i)ropagation direction of the
erties of tlie plasma core and t lie exhaust plinii ol. lor laser bean.laser beam.
example, an arcjet thruster. Namnely, highly non-liiV;iar
plasma processes must be accounted for, includingi a;- Quite recently, two groups have used LIF tech-

niqliiNrs to mniasure flow velocities in the exhaust plumes
R esearch Plhysicist, al wilth C;ili n li ,., i,,i.in .. Al: l )( fiio a 30 k\\ class hydrazine arcjet [11], and from a
uperalions, meiiimber AIAA. I k \V class hydrogeni arrcjet [12]. In both cases, excita-
S Fl'orimerl: (Centel fin Adlva;n.Id S;pae 'p'l.si,. Ii I , if lie lidrogen laliner-o line was used to extract.
SB. H. Goelthert. P'rf isir I'S.k' : . ls. with lih (C uin.l fr I.li al profiles of lite axial velocity components in the
Space Trans;i rlali.ai and .\pplid l,-,arlh: nIelr AIAA. low. just dovriw.sIreal from the exit nozzle. Also, in
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both cases, some qualitative features of the distribu- 2. Theory
tion of Doppler widths and densities in the flow were
discussed, but no detailed data were presented. I this section we consider tile problem of deter-

mining the properties of the velocity distribution func-
ere, we describe an sch t is siilar tion of the propellant plume, in two dimensions, from

to the ones used above, except that, by tbea is similar Doppler measurements along two non-orthogonal laserto the ones used above, except that, by two-beam mul- beam directions in the experiment. Although, with
tiplexing, we are able to measure radial and axial ve- our particular arcet system, non-steady-state behav-
locity components in the flow simultaneously, so that ior of the plume could not be avoided, we assume behav-
vector-velocities of the plume can be constructed. In low, for simplicity, tha n o t the data may be regarded, we assume be-
addition, we present data on the radial and axial dis- lo w f orepresenting true steady-state behavior of the plumr ega r de a s

tributions of the Doppler widths and relative densities Soe possible artifacts thate bemay havor of the plume.
of the diagnostic species used. Just as in the case of averaging ovss b le fluctations m ay h ave discussed in thf rom

the LIF measurements on the hydrogen Balner-a line Appendix, at the end of this section, and in Section 5.
above [11,12], the diagnostic species in our work is ac- a t t e e n  t  t  a d i  t i o n

tually an excited propellant species, so that some care To start, we assume that the distribution of ve-
must be taken in the interpretation of the data. How- locities of the gas, or, to be exact, of the species that is
ever, several features of the flow are easily identifiedl excited in the LIF scheme, is fully characterized by the
from these measurements of Doppler widths and den- distribution function f(v; vy), where v, and vy are
sities, for example the locations of a radial boundary the velocity components along two orthogonal axes,
layer and of a shock on centerline. The choice of argon namely, parallel and perpendicular to the arcjet cen-
propellant, as opposed to hydrazine or hydrogen, was terline, respectively. With proper normalization, the
primarily for convenience, and tIlh value of our data density ,, of the absorbing species is given by the ze-
is mostly a proof-of-principle of tlih multiplexed LIFI roth nioment of this distribution function:
technique. Indeed, although some of our data may not. / ,; d (1)
be representative for a higher power hydrazine or y- 1 / (v;y)dvdvy. (
drogen arcjet, the technique itself should be applicable
to such systems without significant modification. Fi- (Unless noted otherwise, all integrals are from -oo to
nally, the quality of our data is somewhat limited as a +.x.) Using the notation f d'v = f(v,; vy) dv.dvy,
result of having available only a non-optiniized arcjet the mean velocity components and the variances of
system, with which true steady-state operation could the velocity components are now given by the first
not be maintained for the duration of the measure- moments and the second central moments of the dis-
ments. tribution function, according to

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec- = - v fd 2 v, (2a)
lion 2, the theory is developed that forms t he basis for ,,
extracting the properties of a two-component veloc- _ 1 f ,
ity distribution in the exhaust plnune from two-beamn ' j (2b)
multiplexed LIF measurements. For a more detailed and
discussion of the principle of LIF measurements in gen- , 1 /"
eral, the reader is referred to the literatu re. In Section aX n, d(v  ) .dv, (3a)
3, the experimental facilities are described, namely
the arcjet system, the vacuum facility, the laser di- =(v - )fv, (36)
agnostics system, and the data acquisition system.
In Section 4, the results of the plume nmeasuremenets 1 - d2 . (3c)
are presented, namely in the form of vector-velocities, a JJ - )f dv. (
Doppler widths, and relative densities of the absorbing For an isotropic distribution, a as well as
species at different radial positions in tihe flow inimedi- ,o r  d bution, e as wlas
ately downstream from the nozzle exit, and at different a,, - 0, independent of the choice of coordinate sys-
axiatl ositioes oan cefr trline nzl to and ayond d fifert 1em. For a non-isotropic distribution, it is still possi-axial positions on centerline, up to and beyond the first ble to define a coordinate system in which the cross-
shock location. In Section 5, some further analysis of vlrilance a~ vanishes, namely a coordinate system

the data is presented, focusing on some subtle i s pr ect that is rotated with respect to the original system overof the mineasurements. Finally. a suminiary is presented a.i aigle y given by
in Section 5, as well as a comparison with the arcjct.
LIF work from Refs. [11] and [12]. tan 2-. = 2a,y/(y - U,.). (4)
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If we denote the variances along the rotated axes by p to the centerline, may be expressed as
rj and a, we can interpret such a non-isotropic dis-
tribution as an elliptical distribution, centered at the S,(t'D)) C f( r; y) dvrdvy, (6)
mean velocity (Tv, uv), with major axes of radii al and ./band
ax, oriented at an angle 7 relative to sonic preferred, where is a experent-dependent constant, and
r..,.j .. int ,s.e, 11 i . , i . , wlhre C, is an experiment-dependent constant, andfixed coordinate system, as illstrated in Fig. 1. the "band" of integration in Eq. (6), which is shown

schematically in Fig. 1, is given by the Doppler reso-
nance condition

IV Coso+vy sin- VDI < AvD, (7)

AVD Laser 0 UL where vo is the Doppler velocity from Eq. (5), and
AvD = AAvD, where AvD is the (small) homogeneous
linewidth of the excitation process. It has been explic-

-_ itly indicated in Eq. (6) that the LIF signal S,(vo)
ViY  s obtained as a scan across the absorption profile of

D  the transition, or, with Eq. (5), across the Doppler
(listribution projected onto the laser beam.

VX
To proceed, it. is convenient to assume a specific

V model function for the velocity distribution function

f(vx; ivy) of the absorbing species. Let us first consider
the two-dimensional, elliptical, gaussian distribution
function

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a general, two- n ex V - 2 (vy - \y 2
component velocity distribution function, with nmeain l a / ' ) -- - -e '
velocities v and T V, widths all and (T , anid orien- (8)
tation angle 7. The rectangular hand of width Ar i which satisfies the normalization condition from
encloses velocities with equal Doppler shifts vn, for a Eq. (1), has mean velocities vT and Vy that satisfy
laser beam angle 'p. Eq. (2), and has variances that are given, according

to Eq. (3), by a2 = a*, y = 1 and a2  0.
Now let us consider an LIF miieasuirement, in wlhich . . 11 9 i

a r I t Substitution of this model function into Eq. (6), anda narrowband laser beam intersects thle plume at an .
an. o e e in.ese . atn o integration over the velocity band from Eq. (7), yieldsangle y to the centerline (see Fig. 1). Excitation of the corresponding Doppler profile at angle :

tle corresponding Doppler profile at angle p:the gas occurs when the Doppler shift of the absorbing

atom is equal to and opposite the dletuning of the laser v ( VD,_ -,0 2' (
froin linecenter. In terms of velocity, this resonance S,(vD) = 4 exp - , (9)
condition for the Doppler shift. VD may be expressed
as where

'D = -A(,L - Vl), (5) A, = tr-I)'aC;:AVD/ao , (10)

where A is the wavelength of the tralnsition, and VL -1 V ', = v; cos p + v sin p, (11)
is the detuning of the laser fre(queincy t/ froml I le celn-

terline frequency vr. More precisely, excitation of the and ' (12
gas takes place if the detuning from Doppler-shiifted a = cos + a s (12)

linecenter is less than the homnogeneous liinewidth of That is, the Doppler profile is a gaussian also, with an
the excitation process. In tle experiment, this io- ainlditude, center, and width that depend on the laser
mogeneous linewidth is nmuch less than the l)oppler angle p. Allowing for the more general case in which
width of the velocity distribution of interest. In par- the gaussian distribution from Eq. (8) is oriented at
ticular, the laser linewidtl is three orders of magnitude an angle -y to the v,-axis, it can be shown that the
smaller than typical Doppler widtlhs of the species in Doppler profile S',(vto) is still given by Eq. (9), with
the plume. Also, the laser power density in the exci- al anilplitude as in Eq. (10), a mean velocity v, as in
tation volume is sufficiently smliall that ino significant Eq(. (11), but with a variance a- that is now given by
power broadening and satuiration of the transition oc-

ctiir. Thus, the LIF signal, for a; laser leaiin ;t all anigle er = (7 cos 2( - 7) + ar sin 2'(p - 1). (13)
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That is, the variance of the Doppler profile depends correlation between width ratios and flow angles can
on the laser angle relative to the orientation angle of also be accounted for by an alternative assumption,
the velocity distribution. In the experiment, Doppler namely that the distribution itself is isotropic, but has
profiles are obtained simultaneously perpendicular to a mean flow velocity whose magnitude fluctuates on a
the flow (p = 900), and at an angle p = a _ 760. By timescale that is not resolved in the experiment. In
fitting, separately, the two profiles to gaussian model this case, the correlation between Doppler widths and
functions of the general form of Eq. (9), we thus obtain, flow angles can, again, be expressed by Eq. (16), ex-
for each Doppler profile, a mean shift v,, a variance cept that the coefficient 7R is now given by
a2, and an integrated signal N,, given by

S= -2 1, (19)
N = Sw(vD)dvD = 7rl/2AO,. (14) 2 r

where Av is the variance of the temporal fluctuations
In principle, it is possible to obtain the density n, of in the magnitude of the mean velocity, and a2 is the
the absorbing species from the integrated signal N,. variance of the isotropic velocity distribution. We will
This, however, would require an absolute calibration of not address this issue of non-stationary flow here in
the experiment constants C, and AvD from Eq. (10), detail, except to indicate that, in the case of fluctua-
which is not easily accomplished. Still, measurement tions in the flowfield, some care must be exercised in
of N, at different positions in the flow gives an indica- the interpretation of the data. Particularly, a mea-
tion of the relative density variations of the absorbing sured variance ao2 may lead to an overestimate of the
species in the flowfield. By contrast., interpretation of Doppler temperature T, given by
the mean velocities and variances is relatively straight-
forward. Namely, if we denote the fitted mean veloc- kT = mn2 , (20)
ities by v9o and v, we note that, by Eq. (11), vo isjust the meban velocity component in the rail V i-s where n is the atomic mass of the absorbing species
just the mean velocity coponent in the radial and k is Boltzmann's constant. Similarly, other broad-rection, and that the mean axial velocity component ening mechaniss may lead to overestimates of the

Sfollows from e ning m e c ll a ni s m s may lea d to overestimates of the
Doppler temperature. For example, in both Refs. [11]

S= (v - v9 sin a)/ cos a. (15) and [12], laser power broadening was shown to be sig-
nificant, and, with the pulsed laser technique used in

Similarly, the data yield two values of the fitted vari- Ref. [11], laser linewidth broadening was substantial
ances, namely ao2 and a. In the experiment, there as well. In addition, Stark broadening of the absorp-

appears to exist a small systematic difference between tion process due to electrons in the plume is more se-
the two values. Although measurement at. a third an- rious for hydrogen than it is for argon, as is broaden-
gle p would be required to determine both the vari- ing due to fine-structure components within the ab-
ances a and r, as well as the orientation angle 7 of sorption line. As remarked above, we believe that
the distribution, we find that the data are consistent neither power broadening, nor saturation broadening,
with the assumption that the orientation angle - is "or other types of broadening contribute significantly
equal to the flow direction /, which is given by to the observed Doppler widths of our data, with the

exception of broadening due to averaging over plume
tan = vy/v.r. (16) fluctuations.

To demonstrate this correlation, we use the expression Finally, although, in this work, we consider only
moments up to second order of the velocity distribu-

(7) 2  - , tion function, we note that higher moments may also
S . co cos(a 2) (17) be considered. In fact, it is merely convenient, rather

than necessary, to use a gaussian model function to an-
with alyze the experimental Doppler profiles. As discussed

_ = ) - 1. (18) in Section 5, some non-gaussian behavior has actu-
'
l

3 ally been observed, particularly in the radial boundary
This result may be obtained fromn Eq. (13) for small layer of the flow. In this regard, we observe that an
flow angles 3, for which Rsin 2 I < 1. 'The result- experimental Doppler profile is a direct measure of the
ing ratio of parallel to perpendicular variances, how- velocity distribution function projected onto the laser
ever, is rather large (" 1 /_ 1 _ 2.78), and, moreover, beam direction, and that mean velocities and variances
appears to remain fairly constant throughoutl tle ex- can be obtained directly from the Doppler profiles, if
pansion. In the Appendix, it is shown Ithatl (e s5n ae desired.
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3. Description of the Experiment YAG laser, was used to ignite the arc. During steady-

n ts s n, we d t a , t state operation, the vacuum level in the test facilityIn this section, we describe the arcjet system, tlhe
S.was about 40 Pa (0.3 torr). However, in some cases,vacuum facility, the laser diagnostics setup, and the was about 40 Pa (0.3 torr). owever, in some ases,

a a n s m ad a s p the arc could only be established at higher facility pres-data acquisition system and analysis procedure.
sures. In any event, data were collected only after an

Arcjet and Vacuum Facility hour of steady-state operation of the arcjet.

The arcjet in the experiment was built locally, The vacuum chamber has a main section that is

based on the same design parameters as the familiar 6.0 m long and 2.7 m wide, with a smaller section
low power arcjet that has been tested extensively at on one end, in which the arcjet was mounted. The

the NASA Lewis Research Center [13]. A cut-away thruster could be maneuvered in three orthogonal di-

cross-section is shown in Fig. 2. The cathode, made rections with a computer-controlled xyz-stage, that

out of thoriated tungsten, has a diameter of 3.2 mm, has a range of travel of 0.3 m in each direction, and

a half tip angle of 30 degrees, and is centered inside a positioning accuracy of better than 0.05 mm. Al-

a copper anode nozzle with a boron nitridc insulator, though the facility has cryo-pumping capability, the

The water-cooled anode section has a 0.5 mm long only pumping for these experiments was performed by

constrictor channel with a diameter of 0.5 mm, and a Stokes Microvac pump equipped with a blower, yield-

conical sections upstream and downstream of the con- ing a pumping speed of 110 I/s.

strictor with half angles of 30 degrees and 20 degrees, For te above operating conditions, the luminous
. For tle above operating conditions, the luminous

respectively. The length of the expansion region is 9.5 i o . o. o
. part of the plume is about 0.35 m long. Close to the

mm, yielding a nozzle exit radius of 3.7 mm and a noz- . immyieldi zle exit radius of 3.7 m and a noz- exit nozzle, the plume has several articulated features,
zle expansion ratio of about 200. The anode-cathode .Se r o . T which are sketched in Fig. 2. In particular, it appears
gap is adjustable, but was maintained at a constant

as if there is a narrow boundary layer on opposite sides
value of 0.60 mm. Propellant is injected tangentially of the lume that bends inward, and crosses (shocks)

of tle plume that bends inward, and crosses (shocks)through helical grooves in the boron nitride insulator. centerlie about 22 downstream from the exiton centerline about 22 mm downstream from the exit

plane. Two other such crossings, much dimmer than
the first one, are observed at roughly similar inter-

,"N vals further downstream. In the radial direction, the
ETN  boundary of the luminous portion of the plume flares
S noutward initially, but tapers off again just beyond the

crossing point of the shock lines.

..- One undesirable feature of the arcjet plume was
that significant fluctuations of the plume could not be

S" suppressed. These fluctuations, which were observed

as "jumps" in the entire flow pattern, occurred on a
timescale of one to several seconds, and could not be

significantly reduced by adjusting any of the operating
conditions of the thruster. Fluctuations in the arc volt-

It, age were also observed, and seemed to correlate with
the visual fluctuations in the plume. Despite these
fluctuations, reasonable LIF data could be obtained.

Fig. 2: Schematic of the arcjet, and of a typical plumle lowever, we expect that significantly better signal-to-
pattern as it appears to the eye. The small circle at noise ratios would be possible for a steadier plume.
the crossing of the two laser beams represents the de-
tection volume, as defined by the collection optics. L.aser Diagnostics Setup

Operating conditions of the thruster were as fol- A sclematic of the laser diagnostics setup is shown
lows. Standard purity argon (UN 1006) was used. T'li in Fig. 3. T'lie main component of this setup is a tun-

flowrate was set. to 135 ing/s (5 sl/min), but couild not able ring dye laser (Coherent model CR-699), with a
be controlled actively, allowing variations in flow rate linewidth of approximately 1 Mlz, and a frequency
of up to 5 percent. Using an adjustable power supply. drift on the order of 0.3 CGlz per hour. The argon ab-
the arc current was maintained at 10 A, yielding a cor- sorp)tiol line used in this work was the 727.3 nm line,
responding arc voltage of 32 V. Tie samne power sup- which, although not a metastable line, originates from

ply, originally designed to operate a flaslilamlp-pililnped an excited species of the neutral argon atom (ls4- 2 p2

r
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in Paschen notation [14]). In a separate experiment, of fine-tuning the dye laser to the desired absorption
not reported here, it. was verified that the signal levels, line. But, more importantly, it provides an accurate,
as well as the calculated mean velocities and variances independent mieasuremlent of the non-Doppler-shifted
of the corresponding Doppler profiles, were roughly the linecenter vo from Eq. (5). Thus, absolute calibrations
same for the 727.3 nin line as for the metastable line of the Doppler shifts in the arcjet plume are obtained.
at 711.7 nm (lss-2p4 transition), indicating that tlie By contrast, in lefs. [11] and [12], linecenter is as-
densities in the arcjet plume must be sufficiently high sumed to be given by the center of the radial velocity
that the non-metastable Is 4 level is strongly coupled distribution. We will not describe the optogalvanic
by collisions to the Isr, metastable level. reference measurement here in detail, except to note

that it, also, gives rise to a Doppler profile, which is
Compuer interfaa recorded silmunltaneously with the two LIF signals from

XYZ-control .-scan the arcjet plume, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In a sepa-
rate series of calibration measurements, which will be

u _ O M described elsewhere, it was determined that the true,
|Y7 I Dye Lser

unshifted linecenter Vo for the operating conditions in
AJ  

DC, this experiment was actually located at ref - 30 MHz
1A.. Bs ± 10 MIz, where v,.r is the curve-fitted linecenter of

[ L BS .~ "t"he optogalvanic Doppler profile (the 30 MHz shift, we
L t -. BS believe, is the result of a small drift velocity of neutral

^ ,, \atoms in the discharge lamp).
Signol (o.u.)

-'------- L0 L  3 x o = 1 mm
S I V9I V. 800 Y MM

v.a chmw, y =-1 mm o

00 \ ref<Computer Interfac< 600.- , \
l255 760 '

Fig. 3: Schematic of the complete LIF setup: 400- 0
M=mirror; BS=beam splitter; DFC=dual frequency i
chopper; HIC=hollow cathode lamp; Ll=focusing lens; 200 : / !
L2=collection lens; PD=photo diode (with pinholei 0/
aperture); AJ=arcjet; LOCK=phase-locked amplifier. * 0 \
Not. shown is a wavemeter that is used to tune the laser O -2 0

-4 -2 0 2 4
to the desired absorption line. detuning (GHz)

A small fraction of the dye laser beam is split off Fig. 4: Typical LIF Doppler profiles at 900 and 760,

into a wavemeter, to aid in tuning the laser to the de- recorded I mm dowstream from the exit plane, 1

sired absorption line. Thle remainder of the beanii is nln off centerline (on "upstream" sidle of laser beam).

directed onto an optical table, mounted at t lie level of Gaussian curve fits are shown as well. The arrow indi-

one of the optical access ports of Ihe. vacuum clham- cates linecentler, as determined from the optogalvanic

her. There, the beam is split into two parallel beams reference signal (rightmost curve).

of equal intensity with a prism beam splitter, and To obtain the LIF signals, the two parallel laser
. o obtain tle LIF signals, thle two parallel laser

clhopped mechanically with a dual frequency chopper,chopped echanically with a dual f ncy chopper, beans are directed into the vacuum chamber, and are
whose two sets of slits yield chopping frequencies of cused b a 125 m lens e ber so that

focuscd by a 125 mm lens inside the chamber so that
400 Ilz and 333 I z simultaneouslv. A further small

400 z ad 33 lz s. A f r the two beamls overlap near tlie arcjet nozzle exit at a
fraction of one of the two beams is split off, and (i- relative angle of 6 degrees. is angle is large

.relative angle of <\ = 1.ij degrees. 1 Ins angle is largerected into a hollow cathode discharge lampn to obtaiin e a l v y C
an optogalvanic reference signal. That is, as the laser a hly using I'q. (15), but it is not so large tlihat greatly
is tuned thlrough the linecenter of the argon buffer ga.s ihfi'r, )o r sfts rst for le two ea a. Ole

lilcficire Io|)pl('r .sif ts rsuill for the two beams. Onein the lamp, a small change in the liamp current results. I hi s rall to t le ozzle e. ne
w .hic .easily th two bcanis is parallel to the nozzle exit plane

which is easily detctled with tIIe '11lp of ;Ia Ihase-lockd.
a plifier [ . (see Fig. 2), \\hereas thlie other strikes the nozzle exit

surface obliqiiely. ''ls is acceptable, because tle re-
'I'lie purpose of the oplogalvanic rrfernct' signal suiting scalttering occurs ,outside of the acceptance an-

is twofold. First, it provides a very coiiveiiient iieai s gle of the detection sysltn.
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To collect the fluorescence (which. for excitation sition and data analysis. Doppler profile scans (an ex-
at 727.3 nm, consists primarily of lines at 810.8 nin,. ample of which is shown in Fig. 4) are accomplished by
772.4 in1, and 696.5 nn [1,1]), a 1(00 Iin focal length a single program that drives the laser scan frequency
lens with a diameter of 50 minn is iountted perpen- (using a digital-to-analog converter), and reads the
dicular to the horizontal plane in which the two laser three phase-locked amplifier signals (using an analog-
beams cross. In this way, the Iluorescence radiation to-digital converter), namely, the optogalvanic refer-
is focused onto a photodiode with a good spectral re- ence signal and the two LIF signals, which are de-
sponse in tile 700 to 900 nmi range (llaimamatsu model rived by phase-locking the same photodiode signal to
S-1722-02). Because unit magnification of the detec- the two different frequencies from the dual frequency
tion system is used, the effective size of the collection chopper (see Fig. 3). Thus, a single Doppler scan con-
volume at the overlap of the two laser beams is equal to sists of repeatly incrementing the laser frequency by a
the diameter of the pinhliole on the photodiode, which set amount, waiting for the signals of the phase-locked
was 1 mm for the experiments described here. That amplifiers to equilibrate, and then reading, in quick
is, the spatial resolution of the data, along the direc- succession, the three Doppler signals, repeating the
tion of the laser beams (the y-direction in Fig. 1), is process until the scan is complete.
about 1 mm, whereas tile resolution along the center-

ut hre i rou alo the Given the rather strong, undesirable fluctuationsline (the x-direction) is roughly equal to the diametersinthe r 1 il t e d r in the arcjet plume, we chose to use rather slow scans,of the focused laser beams, which are on tlie order of '
0.1 u. ballowing the use of a 1 second time constant on the

phase-locked amplifiers. Thus, the duration of a sin-
Although the signal-to-noise ratio of the fluores- gle, 8 GIIz (0.27 cii-') scan was two minutes, yield-

cence signal might be improved by the use of suitable ing 52 data points per scan. Although the resulting
filters on the photodiode, or by use of a miore sen- increments are muchi wider than the precision of the
sitive detector, the photodiode signal was sufficieni ly reference signal (namely, 150 MHz versus 10 MHz),
strong that reasonable data could be obtained with we found that, because of the plume fluctuations, the
phase-locked detection. Indeed, during initial testing flited mean velocities were accurate to only about 30
of the arcjet and of the LIF teclnique in a smaller vac- Mllz, even for much larger numbers of samples per
uumn chaimber, the fluorescence signal for excitation at D)oppler profile. The resulting accuracy of the data,
linecenter was actually sufficiently strong that it. could about 30 Mllz, corresponds to a velocity resolution of
be observed with the unaided eye. Most of the data about 20 m/s, using Eq. (5).
that are reported here were taken with a total dye ata analysis was performed separately, that is,

. Data analysis was performed separately, that is,laser power of about 100 m\V, with an estimated 20 after comletio of the measurements. A simplex
. alter completion of tlhe measurements. A simplexinm in each beam at the overlap voliine in the phlirll. least-squares fitting program was used to fit each of

By increasing tlie power level mnomieitariy, it was con-y increasing the power oentaril, it was co- the three signals to a gaussian model function as ex-
firmed that, at these power leve.. ls, no significant power pressed in Eq. (9), yielding fitted values for the am-
broadening or saturation broadening of the measured , t- ean velocity of eah profile.

pllitu(le, widt.li, anid meanii velocity of each profile. A
Doppler profiles occurred.pler profiles occurred. typical example of the measured signals along with the

Once more we note that, to obtain measiiremiieii.s gaussian curve fits is shown in Fig. 4.
at different positions in thle arcjet. plume, the Ithruster
itself could be moved by using lie colimputer-controlled 4. Experimental Results

xyz-stage. This has the important advantage that In this section, we report the results of two series
alignment of all optical co)mponents has to be per- of LIF measurements that were taken for arcjet oper-
formed only once. Particularly, alignment of the deter- ating conditions as described in Section 3. In the first
tion lens is critical, to ensure that the overlap region series of measurements, radial scans were performed 1
of the two laser beanms is imaged correctly onto tlie I un downstream from tlie nozzle exit plane, in a hori-
pinhole on thie photodiode. This alignillent was per- zonlal plane through the arcjet centerline. These data
formed by maneuvering a sharp need Ile point into I lie were actually taken oil two consecutive days, with ex-
laser baiiiis, giving rise to direct sca(llt r of' Ihe ll aser ,l,.len reproducibility. In a second series of measure-
beans onto the plhotodiod<l. The. nve,,di rn.,ai'imd oin iiients, axial scanls olf thl arcjet plume were performed,
thlie xyz-stage at all tiuies, so hat al ii 'ii ll t coulil I nanll'ly on ce terliiie.
('ch cked even after evacuationll ol hIlie v;acuiim c illliib r.

Halnial I)ata near Exit P'ilam

D)ata Ac(i, sitio and );11; .'l.h, Hesiilts of lhe radial scans at a' = I nn are shewn
I )sklt p coiiiit, u .rs ;ir, i ,1 i, i ir ill: a i n F"is. 5. 6. ;ai l 7. First., Fig. 5 shows the neasured
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mean velocities, obtained from the laser beams at a- 2.2 - To (K) 4000
gles 900 and 760 to the flow, and the axial velocity,
constructed from these two sets of data using Eq. (15). 2.0 * 3500
The same data are also presented in Fig. 6 in the form E . 3000
of a vector velocity diagram. Whereas the axial ve- 1.8 -
locity peaks on centerline, namely at about 3 km/s, 4r -I 2500
the radial velocity reaches its largest value-about 300 1.6 -
m/s-at a radius of about 2.5 mm. The correspond- *2000
ing variation in flow angle f, as defined by Eq. (16), is I 1.4-
from 00 on centerline to about 150 at the edges of the , 1500
plume. By comparison, the half-angle of the conical 1.2 I I
diverging section of the nozzle is 200. -4 -2 0 2 4

(a) y (mm)
v (km/aec) v (km/sec)

.3 1 * .
0.3 90o- 00 2.5o0.o 1.o-

0.0 ,go, -0
-4 -2 0 2 4 -4 -2 0 2 4 0.0 I I

y (mm) y (mm) -4 -2 0 2 4
(b) y (mm)

Fig. 5: Radial velocity profiles obtained 1 mm down- (b) (
stream from the exit plane. Data on the right are con- Fig. 7: Radial profiles of t h e average widths (a) and
structed from the two measured velocity components average integrated signals (b) of the data from Fig. 5.

on the left. Open and closed symbols correspond to Both sets of data clearly indicate boundary layer be-
data sets taken on two consecutive days. Error bars avior at radii of about 2.3 mmn, which is well withindata sets taken on two consecutive days. Error bars
on the open symbols were calculated from a series of the 3.1 n l n radius of the exit nozzle. A corresponding
three runs on the first day. temperatutre scale is indicated in (a) as well.

From Figs. 5 and 6 it is obvious that, although
V (km/sec) the measured velocity distribution is symmetric in the

central region of the plume, significant deviations are
observed beyond a radius of about 2.5 mm. In fact, for

2 negative values of y (that is, "upstream" of the laser
beams), we actually observe a flow that is directed

1 back toward the thruster. Although we do not have
a good explanation for this result, we note that the

-4 y (mm) effect is reproducible from the first to the second day

2 0 2 4 of the measurements. We speculate that the observed
-2 0 2 4 backflow is a result of recirculation close to the nozzle

200/ exit surface, and is probably aggravated by the wide,
nozzle boundary (ro=3.7 mm); x = 1.0 mm l)lunt., exit surface of tIh arcjet nozzle. The asymmetry

of tlie ilume away from tlie centerline is probably the
Fig. 6: Vector velocity diagram obtained from lihe result of a non-circular constrictor channel.
data in Fig. 5 (using the data represented by the closed W
symbols only). The nozzle boundary is also indicaed. sigals for the same radial
Aspect ratios for velocity andl length scales are chosen l ata are presented in Fig. 7. In both cases, the values
such that all angles are showln correctly. t at are shown are actually averages of the correspond-

ing quantities frolll the Doppler profiles at 900 and at
7(i( Allhlioihi s-mlie dlifferences between the two sets

'5
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of data exist., the trends in the individual sets are the depends on the flow conditions, even for constant rel-
same as those apparent from the averages in Fig. 7. ative densities of the absorbing species, would be that
A discussion of the small differences is deferred to the non-radiative quenching of the upper state of the tran-
end of Section 5. sition is more serious on centerline, due to the larger

temperatures of thie flow.
The widths in Fig. 7(a), which are calculated as

full widths at half maximum (fwli), are obtained Without speculating on the ramifications of such
from the fitted variances ea according to fwhm = processes for the interpretation of the data, we note

212ta,. Just like the axial velocity profile, tlie width tat, in any event, the integrated signal data, com-

profile peaks on centerline, witll a maximum velocity bil ed with the data on t l e widths of the distribution,

spread of 1.8 km/s. However, unlike the velocity dis- clearly indicate that there is a boundary layer in the

tribution, the widths display a sharp mininumi at a flow at a radius of about 2.5 mm, which is well inside

radius of about 2.3 mm. For larger radii, the width the ro = 3.4 mm exit nozzle radius. Actually, we note

increases, particularly for negative values of y, where that the peaks of the integrated signal data are located

backflow toward the thruster is found. Note also the at a slightly larger radius than the sharp minima in the

relatively large variations in the widths at the edges Doppler width profile. We also want to recall that the

of the plume as evidenced by the error bars in Fig. 7, spatial resolution of the LIF data is only about 1 mm

which indicate the spread in the three series of radial along the laser beams, which is roughly the width of

scans from the first day. Again, we must speculate thle sharp features in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Thus, the

about the origin of the unexpected behavior at the widths of the actual features, that is, the widths as

edge of the Iplume. Our guess is that thle same re- they would be observed in an experiment with better

circulation phenomenon that is responsible for the net spatial resolution, are possibly much narrower than 1

backflow toward the thruster above, is also responsible an, which is not unexpected for a boundary layer in

for the anomalous widths at the edges of the plume. thl e flow. In this regard, we also note that, indeed,
a thin, luminous layer is observed at the edge of the

Given such effects as recirculation near lie edges plume, originating at a radius not much different from

of the plume, and plume fluctuations that are, to the exit nozzle radius.

a large extent, averaged out over the duration of a Finally, we note that, from the above data, we
Doppler scan, it is, of course, difficult to assign a are able to estimate the specific impulse I,p of the
temperature to the flow, simply on the basis of the thruster. Namely, iwe assume that the axial velocities
observed variance. Still, using Eq. (20), we have in- and the integrated signals for the absorbing species are
dicated such a temperature scale in lig. 7(a). W\\" characteristic of, respectively, the bulk axial velocity
believe that, while, due to broadening effects other of lie flow, and the bulk density of the flow, we arrive
than Doppler broadening, these tenmeratures m;ay at the mass-flux-averaged value of 1.6±0.1 km/s for
overestimate the actual temperature of the absorin g the axial velocity, so that the corresponding specific
species-and almost certainly do so significantly near inpulse is 160±10 seconds. In our facility, we have
the edges of the plume-reasonale temperature val- iio way of measuring the thrust directly. However, the
ues result near the center of the plume. Using the tlel- value of 160 seconds appears to be within reason (for
peratures indicated in Fig. 7(a), and using the valu, example, a value of 185 seconds is reported in [16] for
1.67 for the specific heat ratio -, \we conclude that operation of a larger thruster on argon, namely with
the Mach number on the arcjet centerline is about i ass flo of 0.1 mg/s, at a power level of 1 kW).
M = 3.1 ± 0.1.

\xial )att;a on Centerline
Average integrated signal levels. i\en y xial a on enerline

Eq. (14), are shown in Fig. 7(c). Unlike irsults lhat A second series of data was taken on the centerline
were reported for a hydrogen arcjet [11,12]. we fiil of the arcjet, over the range 0.5 mm to 30 mm from
that the integrated signal, and, therefore. presumably, the exit nozzle. The results of these data are shown in
the relative density of the absorbing specis,, is not ar- Fig. 8. Before discussing the data in detail, we refer,
tually highest on centerline. but at I(the ed'IIg's f t he again, to Fig. 2, which shows a sketch of the plume
plume. We must recall that the absorlbing slcies is pattern as it appears to the eye. In particular, we want
not actually the ground state of tlie argon atlo,), Ittl to recall that the two converging, bright boundaries
an excited species, whose relative )opiulatl ion dllepiids. that originate at the edge of the nozzle exit radius cross
possibly, on the flow conditions, and. t herefore, oIn tih oln lte centerline at about 22 mm downstream from the
position in the flow. Another possibl, mei'chalnism II ;1i exit nozzle, presumably causing shock behavior at this
could lead to an integrate(d siglnal wvliosi mignitdll locat ion.
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Figure 8(a) shows the m easured values of the ra- (emperature of the gas, we find that, on centerline,
dial velocity component, andI the deduced value of .the the corresponding drop inl temperature from the exit
axial component. The latter is remarkably constant plane (2800 K) to the first shock location (1400 K) is
throughouti the expansion, dropping only slightly from roughly a factor two. The corresponding rise in axial
the value 3 km/s close to the exit nozzle. The radial Mach number is from M. = 3.0 to A = 4.1.
component is negligible, as expected, until the position Fially, we present, in Fig. 8(c), the average in-
of the shock is reached at = 22 . F inally, we present, in Fig. 8(c), the average in-

tegrated signals for the axial data. Somewhat sur-
3.0 . prisingly, the signal rises initially, then drops, and, at

-- Q00-- , the location of the shock at x = 22 mm, continues to

) 2.0 - rise once more. Although a density increase following
\3 a shock is expected, the initial rise is more puzzling,

1.0 and we must suffice by stating that more experiments
v 10 and/or modeling are required to explain this behavior.

> Il However, it is still gratifying that, at the exact location
0.0 -in the plume where, by mere visual inspection, shock

0 10 (a) 20 ( ) 30 behavior appears to exist, all experimental quantities
clearly reflect changes in flowfield properties as well.

O 1.8"o 1.8 5. Further Data Analysis

E 1.6 -e now consider a few more aspects of the data,
Swhich serve, to a large extent, as a check on the prin-

2 1.4 ciples of the two-beam, multiplexed, LIF technique.
I irst, we consider, again, the determination of Doppler

1.2 -widtlis. All hough we have presented, in Section 4, only
III tlie average values of the Doppler widths from the two

0 10 (b) 20 x (mm) 30 I.F iieasuire nents, there is, in fact, a small, system-

S2.5 atic dilfereice between the widths for the Doppler pro-
files perpend'icular to the beam, and the widths at the

0 2.0 angle rI - 760 . This is illustrated in Fig. 9, in which,
1.5 according to Eq. (17), the quantity (aa/o90)2 - 1 is

Splotted as a funct ion of the quantity cos(a) cos(a-2/),
F 1.0 where i is thie mean flow angle as determined by

0.5 F(. (16). In other words, Fig. 9 shows the anisotropy
4I (deg)

0.0 1 - 15 - 10 - 5  0 +5 + 10 + 15

0 10 (c) 20x (mm) 30 050
_ 1 **

Fig. 8: Axial profiles of radial and axial velocity (a), ,/ -.t _
average velocity spread (b), and average integrated sig- 0.25 -

nal (c) on centerline. All data reflect clearly I lie slock -
behavior that is observed visually as tlie crossing of two D o
shock lines, 22 min downstream from the exit planei 0.00 0
(see Fig. 2).

-0.25 0 "o
Unlike for tle radial profiles fromi Figs. 5 and 7. -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

the (average) widths of the distributions, shown iI cos (a)cos(a-2f)
Fig. 8(b), do not actually follow tIh sainii, behavior Fig. 9: l)D'le'pedence of tlie Doppler width ratio ao/ao
as that of Ithe axial velocity comiponent. Inldeed. ItI on the flow angle , for the data from Figs. 5, 6, and
Doppler width drops froin a;n initial 1.8 km/s iat lie 7. Specifically, the data are plotted and curve fitted in
exit. plane to ahout 1.25 kiu/s at tIhe shock location accordance with E(. (17), yielding a slope R = 1.87 ±
(I = 22 inn), but rises rapidly to tlile original valuell of 0.28. (lloice of closed and open symbols is the same
1.8 kin/s ilmmediately behind the shock. If we inler- as in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The diamond with error bar
pret, just like for tlhe data froii Fig. 7(a). lie width of indicat es the average and spread of the corresponding
the Doplkr profile as a direct measure of tlie kinetic quantilit s frot I tlie axial data from Fig. 8.

10(
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of tihe Doppler widths as a lfunt ioun of flow angle (note., ly more plausible than the one above, yielding the
for example, by inspection of Fig. 6, that thle flow an- large, axially constant, parallel-to-lperpendicular tem-
gle is essentially proportional to the radial position iln perature ratio. Additional measurements will be re-
the flow) Although there is a considerable scatter ol quired to resolve the issue (for example, non-averaged,
lhe data, a correlation of anisotropy and flow angle is high sample rate data at a few select positions within

evident, and a one-parameter linear fit, according to tlie Doppler profile). However, from the calculated
E(1.(17). which is indicated by the solid line iln Fig. !), vale of the magnitude of the fluctuations, we can es-
yields a slope R = 1.87 ± 0.28. timate how much the Doppler temperatures that are

As discussed in Section 2. there are at. least two ilndicated in Fig. 7(a) overestimate the actual kinetic

possible explanations for suc(h correlation. Firstly, t'l Iiperatures in tile flow. Namely, assuming that the

assnming steady-state plie behavior, Itis correlal ioIn fIluctuation s are adequately described by the model in
can be interpreted as being I to differen t para1lel th i- Appendix, tIhe relative contribution of the fluctu-

and perpendicular variances of the velocity distriblu- ations to tl l I (easurd variance of the Doppler profile

tiol function, for example, as illustrated i)n 'ig. 1. Sec- is equal to R cos2( - 3), where V is the laser beam

ondly, as calculated inl tie Aplpendix. tlie correlation angle. From the fitted value of T, it thus follows that

mav be explained bl y ass inig tIat, inl tlie experimnt te temperatures in Fig. 7(a) overestimate the puremay be explained by assuming I hiti~ll~ ll il die exper I Skillelic temel)rattire (assuming no other broadeningaveraging over plume fluctuations lakes place, speci- kin'tc tenterature (assuing no other broadening
ically, over fluct.uaiting valiues of tie magnlitude of tle ~lchaniss) by a average of 10 percent, with some

Ilmean flow velocity. d(tlependence ol tlie flow angle. Thus, although the vari-
;iance of the miagnitude of the fluctuations appears to

Fronn the linear-fit value of tie slope R, tle first be almost three timels as large as the variance associ-
interpretation, using Eq. (18). woull l-ald to a vari- ;aw.d with tihe kinetic temperature of thie distribution,
ance ratio ((Tll/(Ta)- = 2.87 ± (0.28 (or a widthi ratio tlhc resulting overestimate of the kinetic temperature
(Tl/(T = 1.69 ± 0.30). Interlpreting. in t iurn, tlie vari- is not very serious. The reason for this is that both
ance ratio as a kinetic temperat ire ratio, according to 1,1 measurements are performed roughly perpendic-
Eq. (20), we find that the parallel tlempelrature is thus ular to the flow, and, therefore, roughly perpendicular
almost three tinmles higher t hal the perpendicular onei. to the direction of lite fluctuations. It is not difficult
Such a large difference is not very plausible for the high to see, however, that for other types of fluctuations of
densities at the exit nozzle, where, a. aa result, of colli- the flow, for example, for fluctuations lateral to the
sions in thle flow, parallel a(nd perpendicular tempel.ra- flow direction, tlie broadening of the Doppler profiles
tures are expected t.o be roughly equial. Fuirt liermnor', c(an be more severe, and the estimate of Doppler tem-
almost no systematic varia ion of thie varia nce r;t io of pIrallure imore badly flawed. In general, one must rec-
!the Doppler profiles at 90') and at 76(i is observed for ogiizie that in anyi LIF measurement, averaging takes
the axial data from Fig. 8. An iverage vanlue for thiese place over soi(e timne interval, so that it will be difficult
data is indicated inl Fig. 9 by tlhet diamnlid-shaped syin- to a rguie that tie measured Doppler width is strictly a
bol at , = 0", along with an error I,;I whichIl inlic;late reflection of tlle kinetic temperature of the absorber,
the spread of Ihli axial d(ata ;arolnil tlhe .average value. andl is unalifected by averaging over fluctuations in the
Note that the' axially averaged value is consistent, with flow, including, for example, turbulence.
the linear fit, to the radial data. Ilowever, if there were
any minechanism at work that yields unequal parallel N.annly nechlaism at wok tlntl l iial i;nrln1 Next, le t us consider briefly some systematic dif-
and perpendicular temliperal.ires at all, one woull - re bt t tegraed sgnals of the Doppler

fi .renclles bet ween lh(e inltegrated signals of the Doppler
pct fite ratio to vary as ('oilitons i tie flow l '. prlfi ls at the two different laser beam angles. The ra-

'I'lIe second interpretatl iVn. namt'ely that lifferenil lios of Ithese integrated signals are plotted in Fig. 10,
Doppler widtins at 900 alln 7i;" ;ir. essenitilln y nil ex- o lli for the radial data from Figs. 5, 6, and 7, as
perimnenial artifact thalt is ca;nll-dl iy avrll;ginig (ov(r \will ;is for lite axial data from Fig. 8. Just as for the
fluctuationlls in thie n ;igniti nilc iof thi n1.1-an vel( cii . wi.llis o' thie proliles, only average values of these in-
yields, with EqI . (19). ai va li *2.,7 ± (.28 lor thll r;- tcgr;ltld iglnals are' preseinted ill Figs. 7(b) and 8(c).
tio of' tihe varianuce o( f t le Ill ncilu iisol to th vari- I Il ac, iron Fl Eqs. (1 1) anll (9), it, follows that the ratio
anlce of the steanly-sltte. isoropic velocity dislribl- ol thise signals slhould depend only on the experiment
lion funllctioni. Inl light of' thi, lisrved Ilinct al;tiinI(s conistItlll (' at thei two angles p = 900 and = 760
ofl thie arcjet plumin , alI lI inh i inl oliic ) lly long iia- liindI. . for Ilie axial data on centerline from Fig. 10(b),
su-irl'eint tinmes to prodi.uc( OIita with a goinid sign;il- ; ionllsta,;ii value of the ratios of the experiment con-
tl-niolise ratio. Ilis explinial;t inn i fo tIr dil'-rt v;ni- si anit> (C' is 'ound, naI nely C O/C,, = 0.87±0.03 (note
ic'es al l;iser Iei ln ;iingli ,s l (' and)" 7("! is pril()- Ilil;t tliis valiin does not nlecessarily have to be unity,

II
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since it involves ratios of a number of quantities which the Doppler profiles close to the exit nozzle, at radii
are not necessarily equal for the two LIF signals, for ex- of about 2.5 mm, are manifestly non-gaussian. This is
ample, laser intensities, effective sizes of the detection illustrated in Fig. 11, which shows one Doppler profile
volumes, and sensitivities of the phase-locked ampli- that was taken close to the boundary layer. Compari-
fiers). Considering the substantial variations in widths son with the more typical data from Fig. 4 shows that
and magnitudes of the Doppler profiles for this range the gaussian fit to the data is actually too wide, and
of axial positions, as evident in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), does not have a sufficient amplitude to give a good
this constant signal ratio is very satisfactory. The ra- fit to the data. This behavior was found to be quite
dial data from Fig. 10(a), also, yield roughly the same reproducible, and be the same on both sides of the cen-
signal ratio, at. least, within the radius of the bound- terline. Let us recall that we have introduced gaussian
ary layer. However, outside of the boundary layer, fit functions merely as a convenient tool to analyze the
namely for radii larger than about 2 mm, substantial data, and that the Doppler profiles are a direct mea-
deviations from this constant signal ratio are encoun- surement of the projection of the velocity distribution
tered. In particular, the signal at the laser angle 76" function of the absorbing species onto the propagation
increases by almost a factor of two with respect to the direction of the laser beam. Although we not have an
signal perpendicular to the centerline. Although we explanation for this non-gaussian behavior of the ve-
do not have a good explanation for this result yet. we locit.y distribution function in the boundary layer, we
believe that it is a consequence of having a spatial ros- present it here as another demonstration of the ability
olution (1 mm along the directions of the laser beamis) of the LIF technique to provide detailed information
that is, probably, significantly wider than the clarac- about lte nature of the flow.
teristic width of the boundary layer. We would like to
point out that the variation in signal ratio is not, likely.
caused by averaging over plume fluctuations. Namely,
for the model that is used in the Appendix, the in- a.u. o
crease in width of the Doppler profile is comlpeisal'd x = 1 mm

1500 - y = -2.5 mm I"by an equivalent decrease in tle amplitude, so that 1 -
the integrated area under the Doppler profile remains = 76
constant. Again, further experiments are required t o
resolve the issue. 1000

.0 W/N 10 Ne/N. 500

0
-4 -2 0 2 GHz 4

0.8 0.8 2, t
0.6 0.6 Fig. 11: Example of a non-gaussian Doppler profile in

Slthe radial boundary layer. Note that the best gaussian
Sfit is too wide and has insufficient height to achieve the

4 same quality of fit that is evident in the more typical
0. 0.4 ' 'data shown in Fig. 4.0-4 -2 0 2 4 0 10 20 30 s o w  i F i g 4

(a) y(mm) (b) x (mm)

6. Discussion and Summary

We have demonstrated that an LIF technique,
Fig. 10: Ratios of the integrated signals N!,I and AN,, that has recently been employed to measure axial ve-
for (a): the radial data from Figs. 5. 6, 7: and (b): the locities in lydrazine and hydrogen arcjets, can be ex-
axial data from Fig. 8. tended to measure radial and axial velocities in the

arcjet plume simultaneously, and that, in addition to
Finally, we present one more result, that indicates Ineasuring vector velocity distributions in the plume,

that some complicated physical phenomena are taking both qualitative and quantitative information can be
place in the radial boundary layer of the flow. That is, extracted from the widths and integrated signals of

12
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the measured Doppler profiles. Particularly, the signa- Defense and Space Group, Seattle, Washington, with
tures of a radial boundary layer and of an axial shock grant monitor J. Meserole. For technical assistance,
downstream from the exit nozzle are clearly evident in we are much indebted to J. Hornkohl, C. Parigger,
the data. Also, we have demonstrated that simulta- F. Schwartz, and, in particular, N. Wright. WMR
neous recording of the optogalvanic signal in a small gratefully acknowledges discussions with A. Eraslan
discharge lamp is a very convenient method for estab- and F. Collins, and J. Lewis. We also acknowledge
lishing an absolute calibration of the Doppler shifts in assistance from T. Gogel and A. Sedghinasab in an
the arcjet plume. early stage of this work.

Although, in Refs. [11] and [12], only a qualita- Appendix
tive discussion of the widths and strengthls of the LIF
signals is given, it appears that our data are qualita- Because visual inspection of the arcjet plume in

tively different from the work in Refs. [11] and [12] in the experiment indicates that significant plume fluctu-

that the LIF signals in our experiment are not largest ations occur, we describe here a simple model to cal-

on centerline, but rather in the boundary layer at the culate the effect of such fluctuations on the measured

edge of the plume. Because absorption of excited ar- Doppler profiles. Specifically, we assume that the mag-

gon, rather than of excited hydrogen, is used in our nitude of the mean flow velocity fluctuates with a char-

work, it is difficult to explain this qualitative differ- acteristic frequency w according to

ence without further research. Qualitative agreement ;() = - + 2/2a'-cost, (A1)
with the work in Refs. [11] and [12] was found in that
the axial velocity is largest, on centerline, and drops where the mean velocity Vf is given by the mean av-
off, uniformly (at least, until the boundary layer is erage velocity components 1U and ~- from Eq. (11)
reached) with increasing radius. c g to -2 = -2 -, and 2 is the variance

according to vo~ = v,- + y, and A is the variance
One undesirable feature of our experiments is that of the fluctuations with respect to temporal averaging.

fluctuations of the plume could not be completely sup- Repeating the calculation of the experimental Doppler

pressed. We have discussed some possible artifacts profile which leads, in Section 2, to Eqs. (9)-(12), and
in the data, that may have resulted from averaging assuming, for simplicity, an isotropic velocity distribu-
over such fluctuations, particularly broadening of the tion with variance a- = a = a 2 , we find that the

measured Doppler profiles. With a steadier plnue, it Doppler profile becomes time-dependent, namely
should be possible to obtain better signal-to-noise ra-
tios for individual data points, allowing scanning times S',(vD; ) = A, exp - (D - () , (A2)
per Doppler profile to be reduced significantly, perhaps
to as little as a few seconds per scan. Also, the blunt where
arcjet nozzle used in this work appears to give rise to
some recirculation close to the nozzle exit radius, as v,(1) = (To + 21/'2 coswt) cos(> - 3 ) , (A3)

evidenced by a net backflow on one side of the nozzle. . , u
and where Ay is given by Eq. (10), upon replacing a,

Extension of our two-beam nmultiplexing tech- by a. Note that, with the definition of the flow angle
nique to the hydrogen Balmer-a line should be 0 from Eq. (16), Eq. (A3) reduces to Eq. (11) in the
straightforward, although, as stated in Refs. [11] and limit Av = 0. To carry out a temporal average of the

[12], a somewhat more careful analysis would be re- time-dependent Doppler profile from Eq. (A2), we use
quired to take into account Stark broadening and the fact that, for small c,
broadening due to fine structure components of the
transition. (exp-(a + cost) 2 ) _ exp(- C2)exp( 1+2- )

We conclude that we have successfuily dmon-
strated that two-beam multiplexing caln I. used as where the brackets on the left indicate temporal av-

a powerful diagnostic tool for char.ceriwinog l \vo- eraging. From this result, the temporally averaged

component velocity distributious in all arciPjl exllaust Doppler profile from Eq. (A2) becomes

(
p l

.
l n e

), ,D I eX) I'D  
1 }, (A4)
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